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Why you should study Aslian languages 
 

1. Endangered languages 
Why should endangered languages concern us? As linguists and anthropologists, of course, we regret 

the loss of any of the materials we study. Some might think this a selfish attitude, based on a desire to 

sustain our own intellectual delectation, or even our careers. But there are nevertheless good ‘real-

world’ reasons for wishing that the devastating loss of languages could be reversed. 

One of the best accounts of the issue appeared some time ago in a magazine article by the biologist 

Jared Diamond (1993), based in turn on the work of the linguist Michael Krauss (1992). Diamond and 

Krauss blamed language-loss mainly on homogenisation, a process that has been going on for 

thousands of years. State expansion, even in early times, acted to impose the rulers’ languages on the 

incorporated populations. In this respect, European colonisation was merely continuing what had been 

done in China and other early states. Even more important was agriculture, which from around 8000 

years ago has been wiping out the nomadic hunter-gathering way of life, in which each language was 

spoken by about 500 people. This suggests that there may have been tens of thousands of languages in 

Palaeolithic times, most of which have would have disappeared without record. In Europe, for 

example, Basque may well be the only linguistic witness to the pre-agricultural situation. The same 

process can be observed today in Australia, New Guinea, South America, parts of Africa, and much of 

Asia – not excluding even Singapore, where the language of the indigenous Orang Seletar has 

probably become extinct within the last two decades. 

Krauss (1992: 7; 1995) calculated that very few languages in the world are protected from 

extinction. The most secure ones are those that have been chosen as official national languages. But, of 

the two hundred states that exist today, some one hundred have chosen their national languages from a 

mere five languages (English, French, Arabic, Spanish, Portuguese), leaving room for fewer than one 

hundred other languages to achieve such official protection. (In this regard, the situation of 

Malay/Indonesian, with its more than 200 million users, seems reasonably secure, despite suspicions to 

the contrary sometimes voiced in Malaysia.) 

The next most secure languages are those that currently have at least one million speakers – which 

accounts for about two hundred languages altogether (such as Hokkien, Sundanese or Catalan). Of the 

six thousand or so languages still spoken, that leaves at least 5,800 whose survival is very insecure. 

Half of these are no longer being learnt by children, and will become extinct within the present 

generation. Some of the Aslian (i.e., Peninsular Austroasiatic) languages discussed in this paper are in 

this situation, and none of them has anything like a million speakers, for they are all spoken by 

members of the small Orang Asli (Aboriginal) populations of Peninsular Malaysia and southern 

Thailand. Currently (2013), the total Orang Asli population amounts to around 170,000 people, of 

whom roughly two-thirds speak Aslian languages. (Orang Asli population figures are notoriously 

difficult to ascertain.) 

In the past, languages survived happily with just a few hundred speakers each. Why, then, has it 

come about that even one million speakers is no longer a guarantee of a language’s continued 

existence? Krauss suggests that this is because new ways of killing off languages have emerged in 

recent centuries. Many speakers have simply been slaughtered by settlers who wished to take over 

their land (as in Australia and Brazil), and this continues in some parts of the world. Other people, 

even in Europe, have been forbidden to speak their minority languages under threat of punishment or 

loss of economic viability. But the more usual reason, Krauss suggests, is the insidious death of 

languages through a broadening in the scope of social relations under modern conditions. Peace-
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making between formerly warring groups, intermarriage, moving to town in search of work, education 

– these lead either to the development of pidgins and/or the adoption of the majority language. The 

mass media only reinforce this pattern, as very few minority languages are ever used in broadcasting 

or newspapers. 

In this respect, language loss is similar in character to the broader processes of social and cultural 

change within which it occurs. Examples of such processes are the various religious phenomena 

referred to by sociologists as ‘secularisation’, or the cultural and institutional changes that Max Weber 

treated more generally under the rubric of ‘(formal) rationalisation’. Such changes do not always 

involve overt coercion – although a more subtle ‘hegemonic’ constraint is usually present. People 

change the tenor of their lives usually because it seems to them, rightly or wrongly, the most 

appropriate strategy to follow. They may feel nostalgic about the languages they have given up, but it 

is usually self-interest that dictates what they do. Was I really justified, therefore, forty years ago when 

I urged some young Semelais at Bukit Ibam (a mining settlement in central Pahang, Malaysia) to speak 

their own Southern Aslian language to each other, rather than the Malay I heard them employing?1 The 

looks on their faces suggested that they saw me as merely expressing my sentiments, not theirs, and at 

their expense. 

On the other hand, other young Aslian speakers clearly do take pride in speaking their own 

language, and would regret its disappearance. For example, one of my Temiar friends occasionally 

sends me letters in his own Central Aslian language. These he types in a painfully achieved ad hoc, but 

inconsistent, orthography based on his knowledge of written Malay. (I give a sample in the section on 

‘Aslian literacy and literature’, below.) He could more easily do the job in Malay, but Temiar is his 

clear preference. Even my pessimistic views on the future of Semelai have proven to be partly 

unfounded: at Tasik Bera (Pahang) in July 1998, I found that the villagers were speaking nothing but 

Semelai among themselves, even though they were living on both sides of a surfaced road regularly 

traversed by non-Semelais. 

It is popularly believed that languages die for ‘evolutionary’ reasons. However, as James Crawford 

(1995, 1996) has asserted, biological or Darwinian analogies can mislead us into laying too much 

emphasis on external factors, and also on the idea that some languages may be ‘fitter’ than others. For 

one thing, languages do not experience natural selection: structural changes are the result, not the 

cause, of a language’s decline (Markey 1987). In most cases, language death involves some degree of 

complicity on the part of the speakers themselves: they are not simply unwitting victims. Following 

Edwards (1985: 51–53), Crawford suggests that most theories of language-loss fall into two broad 

camps, ‘murder’ and ‘suicide’. Language murder occurs, supposedly, when political pressures against 

the language become too great to withstand. Language suicide, on the other hand, would result from 

the speakers’ discovery that the language no longer serves their needs in the face of other more 

prestigious languages. But both of these approaches oversimplify the issues. The argument from 

murder leads to the assumption that conquerors force their own language on others, drawing attention 

away from the investigation of the demographic, cultural and economic factors that influence some 

languages to expand at faster rates than others. The argument from suicide, on the other hand, fosters 

the idea that some languages deserve to die, which leads in turn to their ‘malign neglect’ by those in a 

position to do something about the situation. 

Obviously, if languages are to be kept alive, there must be a commitment to multilingualism – not 

only in the standardised majority languages that constitute part of the threat, but in the threatened 

minority languages too. A typical Anglo-Saxon accustomed to just one language may think such 

                                                      
 1. In this paper I refer to the various languages by the names used by the primary linguistic author(s). These sometimes 

differ from the ethnonyms employed by the primary ethnographers, some secondary linguists, and the Malaysian 

Department for Orang Asli Development (Jabatan Kemajuan Orang Asli, JAKOA, known until 2011 as the Department 

for Aboriginal Affairs, JHEOA). However, I also provide the alternative names, if necessary, at the appropriate places in 

the text. 
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multilingualism hard to achieve, but most of the world’s people regularly speak more than one 

language without difficulty. As I write, I am thinking of a Kensiw (Northern Aslian) man I once met in 

Kedah (Malaysia) who, though completely non-literate, spoke excellent Kensiw, Jahai (also Northern 

Aslian), Temiar (Central Aslian), Malay and Southern Thai (spanning three linguistic phyla), and who 

tried hard to get me to teach him some English (from a fourth phylum). Nicole Kruspe, who has 

published a very detailed grammar of Semelai language, informed me that Semelais employed in the 

Senoi Praaq 2 (the Orang Asli paramilitary unit) also enjoy displaying their knowledge of Semai – the 

unit’s lingua franca. Her impression was that Semelais adopted the majority Aslian language of their 

place of residence, never Malay. This was also true of mixed marriages, whether with Semais, Jakuns, 

Malays, etc. She met only one married pair who spoke Malay together: a Semelai–Jah Hut couple who 

had converted to Islam. More generally, Orang Asli field staff employed by the JAKOA and their 

families reported that they spoke the Aslian language of the place they were posted to, frequently 

changing language as they are moved around. The effects of such intra-Aslian multilingualism – which 

I have encountered many times – has so far been touched on in published form only by Kruspe (2009a: 

section 3.2). 

However, the kind of multilingualism necessary for the maintenance of small languages is different 

from this. It is also different from the multilingualism involving Spanish and French in North America 

or Mandarin Chinese in Singapore and Malaysia. The required form of multilingualism would be more 

akin to the situation of Welsh in Wales, Basque in France and Spain, Hokkien (‘Taiwanese’) in Taiwan, 

or Mon in Burma – though these are much ‘bigger’ languages than the ones discussed in this chapter. 

(Bilingual education with ‘small’ languages can nevertheless be made to work, as exemplified in the 

papers by Watahomigie & Yamamoto and Craig that appeared in the journal Language in 1992, along 

with Krauss’s first article.) 

It is unfortunate that the current drive in many parts of the world for the preservation of ‘traditional’ 

culture(s) has somehow got entangled with the demands of political nationalism. As a consequence, 

local languages and dialects have too often been supplanted by normatively standardised national 

languages, which – while they may serve as bulwarks against the inroads of English, Russian, 

Mandarin Chinese, French, or Arabic – are part of the very problem we are faced with here. There is 

no denying that modern states need to maintain a degree of language standardisation if they are to hold 

their place in the world-system of industrialised countries. Unfortunately, this is frequently achieved at 

the deliberate expense of other speech-varieties under the questionable assumption that citizens will 

speak and write the national language only if they are prevented from using any other language. How 

then to justify support for the kind of multilingualism that would help keep the more endangered 

languages alive, even though many would see it as a great nuisance to do so? Krauss proposes several 

positive reasons. 

First, languages are themselves among the most complex products of the human mind, and the loss 

of each is a loss for us all. In the last few decades, a growing proportion of the world’s population 

really have begun to see the world-as-a-whole as the context in which they live their daily lives (cf. 

Robertson and Chirico 1985), and a preservationist approach to language should therefore appeal to an 

increasing number of people. 

Second, each language carries with it a culture, a literature (written or oral), a worldview (and all 

the knowledge that goes with it), that represent an end-point of thousands of years of invention. To 

eradicate these languages would be to eradicate most of the world’s accumulated art or literature. (See 

also Hale 1992a, 1992b, Dalby 2003.) Why spend so much, willingly, on the preservation of certain 

threatened plant and animal species or a small number of threatened ‘civilised’ relics when we are not 

prepared to do the same for threatened languages?  

                                                      
 2. This spelling is an example of transcriptional practices that should be avoided in linguistic work (see later). 

Phonemically, the term is Sɛnˀɔɔy Pərak (or, very strictly, /snˀɔɔy prak/).  
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Third, languages are not simply interchangeable or equivalent, nor is there an ‘all-purpose best 

language’. All bilinguals know that some kinds of things are better said or thought in one language 

rather than another. Thus, language-loss curtails the freedom of everyone: for the world to be limited 

to just a few languages would be like entering a prison. (In any case, the world’s standardised national 

languages are becoming increasingly uniform – prison-like – in their semantic organisation whatever 

their origins.) 

To Krauss’s three points I would add a fourth. The loss of languages would have a disastrous effect 

on linguistics, and consequently on psychology and anthropology. Current mainstream (Chomskyan?) 

linguistic theory is in effect little more than a summation of the structure of well-formed written-

English sentences. Increasingly, it is being recognised that this is a scholarly dead-end, and that 

languages differ radically in their grammatical and semantic organisation – especially when the 

research is based on real speech rather than ‘well-formed’ sentences. Every newly examined language 

presents features unknown to standard linguistic theory. This is especially true of endangered 

languages. (For a readable and well-informed advocacy of this view, see Evans 2010; for a more 

technical argument see Evans & Levinson 2009.) 

Even so, would not the necessary multilingualism be a luxury, ranking much lower on the scale of 

priorities than socio-economic development? Krauss argues, to the contrary, that the sheer financial 

and social cost of cultural disintegration is immense: lacking self-worth, disintegrating populations 

soak up welfare money, while even poor people whose cultures and languages are still viable 

contribute a valuable work input to the community as a whole. Welfare money would therefore be 

better spent on programmes aimed at increasing cultural self-worth: in this, the minority languages 

would play a major part. 

It seems unlikely, though, that we could ever manage to sustain all of the world’s endangered 

languages. Krauss nevertheless asserts (1992: 8–10) that we would still need to record them for 

posterity. Some thousands of languages don’t even have word-lists, let alone dictionaries or grammars. 

If these were to die out without record, the loss of knowledge would be irreversible. In particular, a 

major and irreplaceable source for human history would be lost. The genetic relationships of these 

languages and the etymological study of their lexicons have proved disproportionately important in 

answering questions about human history. (See Nichols 1992 and Ruhlen 1994 for important 

examples.) Krauss gives an example relevant to the study of Southeast Asian languages: Kanakanabu, 

Saaroa, Rukai and Tsou, may be spoken by just 11,000 Taiwanese Aborigines, but they represent one 

or more (possibly three) whole branches of the vast Austronesian family of 1200 languages with over 

380 million speakers. If those Taiwanese languages disappear, all the other Austronesian speakers will 

lose at least one-quarter of the necessary linguistic data for reconstructing their own history. Malaysia 

alone (predominantly in Sabah and Sarawak) is reported to have over 100, mostly Austronesian, 

languages (Krauss 1992: 6), few of them recorded in any depth. 

I therefore feel bound to ask: What percentage of Austroasiatic (Mon-Khmer) history – and hence 

the history of Mainland Southeast Asia as a whole – is carried by the Aslian division of Austroasiatic? 

The answer could well amount to 15 or 20 percent. I return to this point later. 

 

2. The Aslian languages 
Before proceeding, let me clarify that as a linguistic term ‘Aslian’ refers only to the Austroasiatic (or, 

more narrowly, Mon-Khmer) languages of Peninsular Malaysia and southern Thailand. The term is 

therefore not equivalent to the more general category ‘Orang Asli languages’. That should be treated 

as a sociolinguistic term, including both the Aslian and non-Aslian languages spoken by Orang Asli. 

The rest of this paper applies almost entirely to studies of the Aslian languages.3 

                                                      
 3. The non-Aslian languages spoken by roughly one-third of the Orang Asli are actually Malay dialects – with the 

exception of Duano (Orang Kuala), spoken on the west coast of Johor, which is an Austronesian language that has not 

yet otherwise been classified. 
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I have several reasons for writing this paper.4 The main reasons, not in order of importance, are as 

follows. 

1. Practical concerns relating to all the Orang Asli loom large. Aslian languages are currently 

spoken by two-thirds of the Orang Asli (that is, by more than 100,000 people). These languages are 

therefore an important factor when dealing with the many practical problems that affect them. In 

particular, linguistic evidence has a bearing on some of the contentious land-rights issues that are now 

before the law courts.  

2. The vast majority of Aslian-speakers still employ their own language in almost all domains of 

life, except those that require formal literacy. For social scientists and others who share the same 

concerns, the Aslian languages therefore provide a key entrée into the living culture of these Orang 

Asli.  

3. In some states, Perak especially, Aslian languages have been introduced into the primary-school 

curriculum as the medium of initial instruction. These efforts, however, are unlikely to succeed if the 

languages themselves are not adequately analysed and provided with a responsible orthography. 

Several problems have arisen in trying to resolve this issue, and later I point out some of the pitfalls 

that need to be avoided in writing the languages down.5 

4. The Aslian languages constitute a largely untapped source for Malaysian and Southeast Asian 

culture-history. Studies of these languages have been contributing to a revised understanding of the 

Peninsula’s linguistic stratification, which is much more complicated than usually recognised. To put it 

simply, the Aslian languages are a key part of Malaysia’s national heritage, and should be treated as 

such.  

5. The study of Aslian languages is contributing to further advances in general linguistics, 

especially with regard to morphology, phonology, semantics, and the important question of how non-

literate languages relate to their social circumstances. In particular, data on Aslian languages are 

contributing to current discussions of why and in what ways languages differ. They are providing 

important counter-evidence against the more universalistic (Chomskyan) approaches that purport to 

show that all languages are basically the same. So, if you want to make a careerist academic ‘killing’, 

you are more likely to succeed if you study a hitherto unresearched language than if you study a 

language such as English or Malay that already has a large research literature attached to it.  

6. The Aslian languages as a group exhibit varying degrees of endangerment, from clearly 

moribund all the way to reasonably healthy (for the moment, at least). But the long-term survival of all 

Aslian languages is less certain. The reasons for this are varied, and raise theoretical issues relating to 

the wider problems of language endangerment that are currently attracting close attention from many 

linguists. 

7. Very importantly, there is a serious information gap with regard to Aslian studies between 

Malaysian linguists and foreign linguists, who have far too often been unaware of each others’ work. 

This is why I was so happy to receive an invitation to literally address the issue at the key ICCLIC 

2012 in Penang. As my somewhat provocative title suggests, I am keen to encourage Malaysian 

linguists to take up research on the Aslian languages as their primary field of study – by which I 

especially mean producing Master’s and PhD theses which can lead to scholarly publications read 

around the world. (Think what that would do for your university’s citation count!)6 

 

                                                      
 4. Parts of this paper summarise my longer and more detailed study (Benjamin 2012a). Being aimed specifically at a 

Malaysian readership, it also contains some material not included in the longer study. 

 5. Unfortunately, the Curriculum Development Centre’s worthy attempt with Semai (Pusat Perkembangan Kurikulum 

2003) also fails to transcribe the language adequately, even though most of the booklet is printed in that language. 

 6. Anthropologists and other non-linguistic researchers should also regard the accurate reporting of Aslian languages as a 

key part of their work, even if it is not their primary concern. To my knowledge, only one Malaysian anthropologist so 

far has succeeded in transcribing her Aslian field-language accurately. 
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Aslian is Austroasiatic, not Austronesian 

I think that by now most Malaysian linguists are aware that the label ‘Aslian’ refers to around twenty 

Austroasiatic languages spoken in Peninsular Malaysia and southern Thailand. Unfortunately, some 

commentators still occasionally assert that all indigenous Peninsular languages are Austronesian, and 

even some linguists have been guilty of this error. Before proceeding further then, let me spell out the 

different alignments of the Austroasiatic and Austronesian families, as demonstrated in the following 

maps (Figures 1 and 2) of their respective geographical distributions.  

The Austroasiatic languages: these are found throughout mainland South and Southeast Asia, 

including parts of India, with only one subgroup (Nicobarese) found in the islands. The map shown in 

Figure 1, which has omitted a few of the languages (including some further west in India, as well as 

the Northern Aslian languages of southern Thailand), illustrates this distribution. The different colours 

represent the various major subgroups of Austroasiatic. 

 

Figure 1  The Austroasiatic languages 
(Source: Wikipedia, ‘Austro-Asiatic languages’) 

 
 

On the other hand, as Figure 2 shows, the distribution of Austronesian is almost entirely in the 

islands, stretching from Easter Island (politically part of Chile) to Malagasy, and from Taiwan to New 

Zealand. The map also displays the most likely dates of dispersal out of the presumed homeland in 

Taiwan, where Austronesian languages are still spoken by several minority populations. 
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Figure 2  The Austronesian languages 
(Source: Wikipedia ‘Austronesian languages’) 

 
 

For Malaysian readers, there are two key points about Austronesian that deserve emphasising. First, 

the original dispersal of the Austronesian languages was most probably by sea from Taiwan, and 

certainly not by land from Yunnan, as many non-specialists in Malaysia still believe. Second, although 

Malay is indeed an Austronesian language, the label ‘Austronesian’ does not mean ‘Malay’.7 Malay is 

just one of around 1200 distinct Austronesian languages, and it is a geographically peripheral language 

at that, regardless of its key social and political importance. Malay is also linguistically atypical in its 

syntactic and morphological structure when compared to most of the other Austronesian languages. 

Let us return to Austroasiatic: I feel sorry for any linguist, anthropologist or historian who is not 

excited by the implications of Figure1!8 The map tells us several important things. First, if you want to 

make progress in studying Aslian languages, you must obviously forget Austronesian. Aslian research 

must be done on its own terms, and not as an accessory to the study of Malay. This assertion is not 

based on any prejudice against Austronesian, for I also work on that family myself. My point is simply 

that you need to think in very different terms when studying Aslian languages.  

Second, the Aslian languages are rich autonomous languages; they are not mere ‘dialects’. Aslian 

languages owe nothing to Malay except some loanwords, which are more frequent in some of the 

                                                      
 7. A recent example of this common error is the article by Wan Salleh & Zafarina (2010), which asserts that since the 

Taiwanese Aborigines speak Austronesian languages, they are therefore ‘Malays’. This is as if the Sinhalese were 

declared to be ‘Europeans’ because their language happens to belong to the Indo-European family. Such approaches 

illegitimately conflate ‘peoples’ (however defined) and languages. 

 8. Diffloth (1977: 463) expressed the same sentiment many years ago: 

  The presence of fifteen Mongolic or Tungusic languages in the center of Kyushu [Japan] would be a major 

element in appreciating the history of the Far-East. No such languages have been found, but the Malay peninsula 

presents a case of this sort: there are fifteen Mon-Khmer languages spoken today in a region which is a part of 

the Austronesian (Malayo-Polynesian) language and culture area. The historical implications of this fact are still 

a complete mystery. 

  The ‘historical implications’ are now slightly less of a mystery, but the fact of such an unexpected linguistic presence 

has yet to stir much interest among local researchers. 
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languages than in others.9 Malay therefore provides an unsuitable model for reporting or analysing 

Aslian languages. Instead, you will need to read up, not only on the Aslian literature, but also on the 

wider literature of the Austroasiatic languages, and especially of what has usually been called the 

Mon-Khmer branch. Unfortunately, this is not easy to do from Malaysia or Singapore, as the 

university libraries have not been keeping up on this area. Today, though, it has become easier to 

access much of the literature through the Internet, either through electronic journal access or from a 

few open-access sites. In 2012, for example, a Google Scholar search on ‘Aslian AND Language’ 

yielded no fewer than 521 references! The bibliographical Appendix at the end of this document 

(following the References) should help you track down most of this literature. 

The third implication of Figure 1 is that the history of Peninsular Malaysia relates just as much to 

Mainland Asia as it does to the Archipelago. However, few Malaysian researchers have yet 

incorporated this understanding into their work. Peninsular Malaysia is historically and culturally 

interesting precisely because it bridges the Mainland and the Islands. For this reason, I sometimes refer 

to it as the ‘Austric Marchland’. There is enough mystery here to attract the interest of anyone who 

likes a good detective story. But instead of inventing fantasies, attention should be paid to the 

substantial linguistic and archaeological evidence that now exists. As already mentioned, this means 

dropping once and for all the popular ‘Yunnan’ origin myth. If any component of Malaysian culture 

did ultimately derive from somewhere further north it would be the linguistic ancestors of Aslian, and 

not Malay. Malay came later, and from the south, not the north. 

I now return to the Aslian languages in their own terms. Depending on where you draw the line 

between ‘language’ and ‘dialect’, there are between fifteen and twenty Aslian languages in the 

Peninsula, falling into four distinctive higher-level subgroups, as indicated in Figure 3. In the thirty 

years since I worked on a more detailed map of the Aslian languages (Benjamin 1983),10 at least two 

more Aslian languages (Sabüm and Lanoh Yir) on which I gathered field data in the early 1970s have 

become extinct. According to colleagues, several other Aslian languages are on their last legs. This 

usually means not that the people have died out but that they have switched to a neighbouring Aslian 

language with more speakers. 

In contrast to the large number of Austroasiatic languages (Figure 4), there are (as already 

mentioned) only two Austronesian languages in the Peninsula: Malay and Duano. This means that the 

Aslian languages have been present much longer than Malay, and that they probably began to 

differentiate from their ancestor within the Peninsula, possibly in what is now southern Thailand. 

 

 

 

 

[Continued on the next page] 
 

                                                      
 9. Interestingly, the reverse is sometimes true, as there are several Aslian loanwords in Malay. Here are some examples: 

cōmon ‘nephew’ (Bowrey 1701; cf. Temiar kmɔn ‘nephew, niece’); ketam ‘crab’ (ct. Indonesian kepiting), helang 

‘eagle’, semut ‘ant’, cucu ‘grandchild’, merak ‘peacock’, pergam ‘imperial pigeon’, dekan ‘bamboo-rat’, jenut ‘salt lick’ 

(cf. Temiar jnɔɔd, from jɔɔd ‘to lick’). As Wilkinson (1915: iv) noted nearly a century ago, ‘There are many instances in 

which the immigrant race has borrowed names of local animals and plants from the earlier inhabitants of the country.’ 

There are also Austronesian but pre-Malay loanwords in Aslian languages. I’m working on this fascinating topic, but in 

a rather desultory manner. 

10. The positions of previously extinct Aslian languages are indicated in Benjamin 1983. Fuller details of such extinctions 

are given in Benjamin 2012a: 165–167. 
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Figure 3  The Aslian languages 
(Source: Benjamin 2012a: 144) 

The map indicates the maximal known historical distributions of the languages rather than their 

present-day locations, which are more restricted. The separated Aslian languages (‘Maniq’) of 

southern Thailand are not shown. Temuan, Jakun, Orang Kanaq and Orang Seletar are Malayic 

dialects spoken by Orang Asli; Duano is an unclassified Austronesian language. (Map by Lee Li 

Kheng)  
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Figure 4  Aslian relationships and population figures 
Relationships based on Benjamin 1976a. 

1. Unpublished figures gathered by the Department of Orang Asli Affairs in 1996 

2. Figures from 2009 recalculated by the Centre for Orang Asli Concerns (COAC) in 2000 

3. Figures for 2004 from unpublished materials supplied by Juli Edo 

4. Figures from 2008 as given in the JAKOA’s publications. 

 
 

The likely date-ranges for the first emergences of the Aslian languages in the Peninsula (Figure 5), 

are between 4000 and 3500 years ago, as compared to around 2000 years ago for Malay (probably in 

Borneo and Sumatra). The evidence for these estimates has been presented by several authors, but 

there is no room to go into it here; the appended Bibliography contains some of the key references. 

Note that this discussion refers to languages, not peoples. There have always been language-shifts, 

and it is therefore illegitimate to map languages directly onto so-called ‘peoples’ or populations, 

whether these are defined genetically or by ethnic identity. Nevertheless, an underlying assumption in 

what I have been saying is that the present-day Aslian-speakers are the descendants in whole or part of 

the people who produced the various early artefacts and sites uncovered by archaeologists working in 
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the Peninsula. This is now accepted by the majority of prehistorians, including the Malaysian 

prehistorians, who have worked on the area. (See, for example, Adi 2007.) 

 

Figure 5  Possible time-depths of Aslian splits 
(From Dunn, Kruspe & Burenhult 2013) 

 
 

In Peninsular Malaysia and southern Thailand, the Aslian-speakers currently amount to at least 

100,000 out of some 170,000 Orang Asli. For various reasons, these figures are remarkably hard to pin 

down, and most of the cited figures are therefore probably under-estimates. The various population 

figures are presented in Figure 4, which also indicates the probable genetic relations between the 

languages. Note the four major linguistic subdivisions: Northern Aslian, Central Aslian, Jah Hut, and 

Southern Aslian. A few connections that are still being researched are marked with dotted lines. 

The internal genetic relations of the Aslian languages have been confirmed by two different 

lexicostatistical studies and, more importantly, by Diffloth’s historical phonology study (Diffloth 
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1975).11 The figures show that the Aslian-speakers consist of two rather large populations (the Temiars 

and Semais), four middle-sized populations (Jah Hut, Semaq Beri, Semelais and Mah Meri), and 

several very small populations (the remainder). The smallest groups have mostly been nomadic 

foragers living by hunting and gathering in the forest, supplemented by trading of forest products and 

by casual farming or wage labour. The large Temiar and Semai populations have long been committed 

to the sedentary swidden farming of grain and root crops, supplemented by fishing, trapping and the 

trading of forest products. The middle-sized groups have followed a range of activities. Collecting-for-

trade combined with farming has loomed larger among them than among the other Orang Asli. The 

social, cultural and sociolinguistic correlates of these differences are now reasonably well understood, 

but I won’t pursue the issue any further here.12 

The external relations of the Aslian languages are still not yet conclusively worked out. They seem 

to be most closely related to the Monic subgroup within Austroasiatic, and possibly also to the 

Nicobarese languages. Gérard Diffloth is working on this problem. 

 

3. Aslian linguistics 
Having set the general background, let me now turn to the more specifically linguistic aspects of the 

Aslian languages. The following comments are intended primarily for linguists – and especially the 

Masters, PhD and post-doctoral researchers whom I hope to attract to Aslian research. 

Casual studies of Aslian languages have been published since the nineteenth century, but the first 

syntheses by professional linguists were by Wilhelm Schmidt (1901) and Charles Otto Blagden 

(1906). Blagden had very little to say about grammar. His lexical data, however, were exhaustive for 

the time and still very useful – so long as you know how to handle the materials properly. The first 

significant attempts to write grammatical analyses were by the famous ethnographer Paul Schebesta, 

Schmidt’s student, who produced sketches of Jahai (1928) and of a Temiar dialect (1931) a quarter-

century after Blagden’s synthesis. (It was Blagden who translated these for publication from the 

original German, which appear not to exist in published form.) Nothing else of professional linguistic 

quality followed Schebesta’s accounts until Gérard Diffloth, Asmah Haji Omar and myself 

(separately) did our own field studies in the 1960s. (See the Bibliography for details.) There were a 

few publications by non-linguists, mostly word-lists, that contain potentially useful information. But 

because the transcriptions they contain are very unreliable, I have not listed them in the Bibliography.  

Solidly detailed research revived again in the 1990s with the work of Nicole Kruspe and Niclas 

Burenhult, who have provided by far the most comprehensive studies. These include the first 

grammatical monographs (on Semelai and Jahai respectively) and the first linguistically reliable 

dictionary (Kruspe’s on Mah Meri). More recently, Asmah Haji Omar has returned to Aslian studies by 

encouraging her colleagues to do fieldwork on Mah Meri. 

Working from the new Repository and Workspace for Austroasiatic Intangible Heritage (RWAAI) 

at the famous Lund University in Sweden (http://projekt.sol.lu.se/rwaai/, accessed 6 July 2013), Niclas 

Burenhult and Nicole Kruspe now both have students in the field, with more to come. (Some of their 

writings are listed in the Appendix to this paper.) Only very recently have any Malaysians entered 

Aslian studies at this level. This situation needs to be improved, by encouraging graduate students into 

the field. Lund University would be an excellent place for any intending postgraduate student of Aslian 

linguistics to apply to. Other institutions outside Malaysia with excellent potential supervisors include 

the Australian National University in Canberra and Nanyang Technological University in Singapore. 

These have dedicated research programmes on the languages of Southeast Asia, especially the 

endangered ones. 

                                                      
11. Diffloth’s study was written in French, and needs to be translated into English and/or Malay for use in Malaysia. (Are 

there any takers to make a Malay version?) 

12. See Benjamin (1985, 2011a, 2013), Burenhult, Kruspe & Dunn (2011), Bulbeck (2014, 2015), Fix (2015). 

http://projekt.sol.lu.se/rwaai/
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I now turn to some of the significant phonological, morphological and semantic features of the 

Aslian languages. Much of what I have to say is derived from the work of Kruspe and Burenhult.  

 

Phonology and phonetics 

Vowels 

Austroasiatic languages are notorious for their very full and complex vowel systems (Table 1). The 

letters a e i o u are insufficient to deal with these, either for transcribing or for hearing the differences. 

Ear-training and training in the use of IPA symbols is therefore essential. 

 

Table 1  Aslian vowel nuclei 
Phonemically long (Temiar, Semai) and nasal vowels are indicated. 

       
i ʉ/ɨ u  i ɯ/ʉ u 

e ə o e ə o 

ɛ a ɔ ɛ  ɔ 

   a/æ  ɒ 

Temiar, Jah Hut, Jahai Kampar Semai, 

Semelai, Ceq Wong, 

Semaq Beri 
 

i ɯ u     

ı   i   i  ɯ   ɯ  u     

e  ɚ o  e   e  ə   ə  o   o  

e ə  ɛ   ɛ  a   a  ɔ   ɔ  

ɛ ʌ ɔ Mah Meri  

Registers: 1 ‘clear’, 

2 ‘breathy’ 

(Modified from 

Stevens, Kruspe & 

Hajek 2006) 

 a  

Yala Kensiw 

(Bishop 1996a, 

probably phonetic) 

 

 

As the following Temiar examples show, extra symbols are unavoidable when notating the 

distinctions, especially when these involve further short/long and oral/nasal phonemic distinctions: 

 

Table 2  Temiar vowel nuclei 

    

 Front Central Back 

High    

Mid    

Low    

    
 

Short oral  Long oral  Short nasal  Long nasal 

i ʉ u  ii ʉʉ uu    ʉ        ʉ ʉ     

e ə o  ee əə oo  – – –  – – – 

ɛ a ɔ  ɛɛ aa ɔɔ  ɛ    ɔ   ɛ ɛ     ɔ ɔ  
 

 

 

Temiar minimal and near-minimal pairs 

Tongue position (front/central/back; high/mid/low) 

tiiˀ ‘yet, still’, tɛɛˀ ‘earlier today’, taaˀ ‘old (m)’,  

baˀ ‘to carry’ (childish), bəˀ ‘to carry’, bɔˀ ‘and’ 

roh ‘to fall (fruit, leaf)’, rɔh ‘to clear undergrowth’, rɛh ‘below’ 

tanig ‘a gouty disease’, tanɛg ‘a small bracken-like fern’ 
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teek ‘to wriggle’, tɛɛk ‘liana’ 

kareh ‘to spoon out (rice)’, karɛh ‘to dry out’ 

tʉʉh ‘to drop (trans)’, təəh ‘to rain’ 

bʉd ‘hot’, bəd ‘to heat’ 

slʉʉd ‘half asleep’, slood ‘to drown, fail to breathe’, sləəd ‘to slip’. 

tuh ‘to speak’, teh ‘above’ 

sʉʉˀ ‘to pass the trance on’, sooˀ ‘to heal shamanically’  

slooy ‘to be embarrassed’, slaay ‘swidden’ 

 

In addition, some Central Aslian languages have a distinctive contrast between long and short 

vowels, as in the following Temiar examples. (I have found that rural Malays who otherwise speak 

passable Temiar, usually fail to make this distinction.) 

 

Temiar vowel lLength (short/long) 

gagid ‘middle’, gagiid ‘to rub (middle voice)’ 

gej ‘quickly’, geej ‘to burn’ 

tɛˀ ‘earth’, tɛɛˀ ‘earlier today’ 

bʉd ‘hot’, tʉʉh ‘to let drop’ 

kəh ‘to settle down to sleep’, təəh ‘to rain’ 

yap ‘to prepare, pack’, yaap ‘to weep’ 

tuh ‘to say’, tuuk ‘to be afraid’ 

soˀ ‘to spread (trans)’, sooˀ ‘to heal shamanically’ 

lɔy ‘to arrive’, lɔɔy ‘to wade across’ 

 

All Aslian languages have a distinctive contrast between nasal and oral vowels, even though the nasal 

vowels are not very frequent. The following contrasting oral/nasal pairs were spontaneously offered to 

me by Temiar secondary schoolboys in 1970 (soon after I had ascertained the phonemic status of 

vowel nasality). This shows they were perfectly aware of what I was seeking to know, perhaps because 

they had learnt to read and therefore understood that I needed to write down what I was hearing: 

 

Temiar oral/nasal contrast 

hiis ‘to swell’, na-h  s hn m ‘to get angry’ 

wɛɛd ‘barkcloth’, wɛ ɛ d ‘be giddy, drunk’ 

cɛɛd ‘to have diarrhoea’, cɛ ɛ d ‘to “gather” (shaman’s hand movements)’ 

lɛblɛɛb ‘to hunt’, lɛblɛ ɛ b ‘a kind of bird’ 

tab ‘egg’, t b ‘to be deaf’ 

laas ‘to harvest (millet)’, l  s ‘to metamorphose (shamanically)’ 

khɔl ‘cough’, khɔ l ‘greedy’ 

 

At least one language, Mah Meri, has a recently developed distinction between clear and breathy 

phonation registers (Table 1), which are fully notated in Kruspe’s dictionary.13 

 

Consonants 

Aslian consonants (Table 3) are mostly very similar to those of Malay. But a few languages have 

additional consonants, shown in parentheses, that are not phonemic in Malay. 

 

                                                      
13. Professor Asmah’s group appear to have missed the breathy register, perhaps because they were less familiar with 

Austroasiatic linguistics, where this distinction is recognised in several languages. 
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Table 3  Aslian consonants 
Phonemes in parentheses occur only in a few Aslian languages or are of undecided status. 

Phonemes in brackets present the ‘strict’ IPA transcriptions still preferred by a few writers. 

 

 Labial Dental Palatal Velar Post-velar 

Voiceless stops p t c k  

Aspirated stops (p
h
) (t

h
) (c

h
) (k

h
)  

Voiced stops b d  j [ɟ] g  

Nasals m n ɲ ŋ  

Voiceless nasals (m ) (n ) (ɲ ) (ŋ )  

Semi-vowels w   y [j]   

Fricatives, flaps, etc  (f [ɸ]) l 

r 

(z) 

s [ɕ]  ˀ [Ɂ] 

h 

 

 

Table 4  Temiar consonants, in initial and final positions 

  Initial Final  

Voiceless stops p 

t 

c 

k 

ˀ 

pɔɔc  ‘to wait’ 

tuh  ‘to say’ 

ciib  ‘to go’  

kɛ ˀ  ‘fish’ 

ˀaas  ‘to hope’ 

ˀoop  ‘to hug’ 

bɔt  ‘breast’ 

rec  ‘to eat (meat)’ 

lɛk  ‘to know’ 

lɛˀ  ‘a kind of tree’ 

Voiced stops b 

d 

j 

g 

bəg  ‘to tie’ 

doh  ‘here’ 

juk  ‘leg’ 

gool  ‘river pool’ 

ˀaab  ‘tiger’ 

sɛd  ‘to pour’ 

lʉj  ‘lastborn’ 

lug  ‘to laugh’ 

Nasals m 

n 

ɲ 

ŋ 

məəh  ‘nose’ 

ney  ‘one’ 

ɲɔb  ‘you-all’ 

ŋaaw  ‘stupid’  

nɔɔm  ‘to urinate’ 

cɛn  ‘to want, like’ 

mɔɲ  ‘tooth’ 

l ŋ  ‘firstborn’  

Approximants w 

y 

waal  ‘hearth’ 

yɔh  ‘to shake’  

tɔw  ‘husband’ 

mɔy  ‘different’  

Lateral l lɛh  ‘wife’  yɛl  ‘leftside’  

Rhotic r rɛh  ‘below’  cɛr  ‘to pare’  

Fricatives s 

h 

suj  ‘to clean’ 

hɔ ɔ d  ‘to desire’  

giis  ‘to scratch’ 

yah  ‘morning’  

 
On the other hand, there are some key distributional differences between Malay and Aslian 

consonants. This is where the majority of Malaysian studies have made some errors. I return to this 

later. Here let me note two major differences between Malay and Aslian. First, as illustrated in the 

Temiar examples shown in Tables 4 and 5, Aslian words never – repeat never – begin with a vowel. 

(And only in a few Aslian languages do they ever end in a vowel.) In all cases where writers have 

written Aslian words with an initial vowel, there is a missing, fully phonemic glottal stop that should 

have been notated.14 Second, as with Mainland Southeast Asian languages generally, word-final 

                                                      
14. This may also be true of Malay and Malaysian English as well. But I prefer not to start a controversy over that. 
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consonants in Aslian are usually unexploded. This makes them hard to hear, at least in the early stages 

of research. Third, palatal consonants regularly occur word-finally and syllable-finally in Aslian. This 

is a diagnostic Austroasiatic feature, as it almost never occurs in Austronesian languages. This is 

probably why Malaysian linguists almost always write final palatals with a dental consonant preceded 

by an altered vowel (-a
i
d instead of -aj, for example), as I’ll point out again later. Further examples of 

word-final palatals (pɔɔc, suj, rec, lʉj, mɔɲ) can also be seen in Table 4. 

There is more to Aslian phonology than just the phonemes, of course. In particular, distributional 

and prosodic features – stress, rhythm etc.– are usually very different from those of Malay. The 

typically iambic rhythm of most Austroasiatic languages is also normal in Aslian languages, with a 

heavy word-final accent quite unlike the usually penultimate accent of Peninsular Malay. But there are 

also significant differences, even between otherwise closely related languages such as Temiar and 

Semai, or Semelai and Semaq Beri. I shall not discuss these features here, except to note that several 

authors have carried out fascinating secondary analyses on them: see, for example the studies by 

Miyakoshi, Gafos and Yap in the Bibliography. 

 

Morphology 

The Aslian feature that has attracted the most attention until recently from other linguists is the 

complicated reduplicative morphology, both productive and frozen, that is typical of these languages. 

There is a substantial secondary literature on this topic, attempting to explain how Aslian-speakers 

manage their complex patterns of prefixation, infixation and partial reduplication – often combined 

together in the same word. Let me illustrate something of this with the Temiar verb paradigm, which 

makes regular and productive use of the affixes -a-, -r- and (-)n-, and of reduplication of the stem 

syllable by prefixing a partial copy of it. This reduplicative process is known by several names, such as 

‘coda copy’ or ‘incopyfixation’. In Temiar and several other Aslian languages, these forms mark the 

imperfective aspect of the verb, where the reduplication is a clear example of what Sapir (1921: 76) 

referred to as natural iconicity. This is the kind of material that many linguists would love to get their 

teeth into, and it is available for investigation right on your doorstep here in Malaysia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Continued on the next page] 
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Table 5  Temiar verbal and derivational morphology 

Prefinal ə and ɛ in these words are wholly determined, and therefore not strictly phonemic.15 

Phonemic forms are in italics; practical forms are in roman. 

Voice Aspect Verbal noun 

 Perfective Imperfective  

Monosyllabic: gəl gəl ‘to sit’, trgəl tɛrgəl ‘to seat’ 

Base gəl gəl glgəl gɛlgəl glnəl gɛlnəl ~ nlgəl nɛlgəl16 

Middle gagəl gagəl gnagəl gnagəl  

Causative trgəl tɛrgəl  trlgəl trɛlgəl  trngəl trɛngəl  

Sesquisyllabic: slɔg slɔg ‘to sleep’, srlɔg sɛrlɔg ‘to put to sleep’ 

Base slɔg slɔg  sglɔg sɛglɔg  snlɔg sɛnlɔg, snglɔg snɛglɔg  

Middle salɔg salɔg  snalɔg snalɔg  

Causative srlɔg sɛrlɔg  srglɔg srɛglɔg  srnlɔg srɛnlɔg  

 
In Table 5 each form is written twice, first in a practical orthography and then in a strictly 

phonemic orthography that clarifies the morphology. The infixes -a-, -r- and -n-, along with 

incopyfixation, are found not only in Temiar but also in most other Aslian languages, with a variety of 

different meanings and with varying degrees of productivity. Table 6 illustrates the wide use of -n- as 

an infix, a typically Austroasiatic feature. 

 

Table 6  The affix -n- in Aslian (1) 

(Asmah, Benjamin, Diffloth) 

Kintaq ˀilay ‘to bathe (perfective)’ → ˀənlay ‘to bathe (imperfective)’ 

Temiar cɛr ‘to pare’ → cənɛr ‘knife’ 

Temiar lɛk ‘to know’ → lanɛŋ ‘knowledge’ (-a- + -n-, with nasal assimilation) 

Temiar mɔɔˀ ‘parent’s elder sister’ → mnɔɔˀ ‘husband’s elder sister’17 

Lanoh səmaˀ ‘person’, cf. Temiar sɛnmaˀ ‘person(s) (in counting)’ 

Semai dɤɤk ‘house’ → dnɤɤk ‘household’ 

Semai bah ‘parent’s younger brother (in direct address)’ → mnah ‘parent’s younger 

brother (referential)’ (with predictable initial nasalisation) 

Jah Hut ktɔˀ ‘daylight’ → kəntɔˀ ‘day (as a unit of time)’. 

 

Table 7 presents further examples of the use of -n-; note the wide range of meanings that it can 

carry. 

 

[Continued on the next page] 
 

                                                      
15. Although the phonemics of most Aslian languages has been worked out – and ignored, unfortunately, by too many 

writers on Orang Asli matters (including some linguists) – the development of linguistically responsible practical 

orthographies is still not without problems. 

16. Until recently, the prefixal version of n- ‘nominaliser’ was restricted to the Temiar of Perak. Currently, however, it is 

spreading rapidly into Kelantan, where it has already replaced the infixal form in many speakers. This accords with the 

view of some linguists that infixes are inherently more difficult to manage than prefixes – though I personally have 

never found this to be so when speaking Temiar. 

17. See Benjamin (1999: 15) for an explanation of this linkage. 
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Table 7  The affix (-)n- in Aslian (2) 

Jahai enumeratives in -n- (Burenhult) 

makɔˀ ‘egg’ → mnakɔˀ ‘eggs’ 

gən n ‘bamboo’ → gnən n ‘bamboos’ 

mid ‘eye’ → nədmid ‘eyes’ 

cɔg ‘basket’ → nəgcɔg ‘baskets’ 

limɛˀ ‘five’ → lnimɛˀ ‘the state of being five’. 

Semelai uses of -n- (Kruspe) 

jalu ‘pig’ → ˀi-jnalu ‘damned pig!’ (dysphemism with ˀi- ‘Mr/Ms’) 

rɔˀ ‘basket’ → naˀrɔˀ ‘basketful’; s d ˀ ‘(Malay:) spoon’ → sn d ˀ ‘spoonful’; 

kampoŋ ‘(Malay:) village’ → knampoŋ ‘villageful’ (enumerative) 

cim ‘bird’ → nəmcim ‘kind of bird’; smaˀ ‘person’ → sənmaˀ or snaˀmaˀ 

 ‘kind of person’ (‘individuated kind of’) 

 

As shown in Table 8, the infix -r- has a range of basically ‘replicative’ meanings in Aslian. This 

may well be borrowed from Austronesian, where r frequently serves a similar purpose. It is somewhat 

rarer in Austroasiatic – at least with this particular meaning. Diffloth (1979b) has identified -ra- in 

Semai as expressively indicating the meaning ‘simultaneous plural’, thereby effectively bringing the a 

and the r together.18 In Semelai, the same infix adds a ‘comparative’ meaning to stative verbs. 

 
Table 8  The affixes -r- and (-)ra-in Aslian 

Pluralisation 

 Batek kdah ‘young woman’ → kradah ‘young women’ (infixation of -ra-) 

 Lanoh litɔw ‘young man’ → latɔw ‘young men’ (infixation of -a-) 

 Temiar jroˀ ‘long’ (singular) → jɛˀroˀ ‘long (plural)’ (incopyfixation) 

 Temiar taaˀ ‘be old (male)’ → tataaˀ ‘old man’ (partial reduplication, plus infixation of -a-); 

tɛˀtaaˀ ‘old men’ (partial reduplication plus incopyfixation) 

 Semai -ra- as ‘simultaneous plural’ in expressives 

‘Comparison’ (Kruspe 2004) 

 Semelai jlɛ ˀ ‘to be short’ → jraˀlɛ ˀ ‘to be shorter’ 

 Semelai sey ‘to be thin’ → raˀsey ‘to be thinner’ 

 Semelai dwaˀ ˀik r raˀ-t
h
əy rɔm mə-ˀik r raˀ-kɛ t. 

  two CLF COMP-be.big with one-CLF COMP-be.small. 

  ‘two bigger and one smaller’ 

 

Expressives 

A distinctive class of words called ‘expressives’, parallel to verbs and nouns, is found in many 

languages throughout the world, including some of the Aslian languages. The term was invented by 

Diffloth. Syntactically, expressives are utterance-adjuncts that sum up in a word or two the feelings 

that are supposed to be aroused in the speakers’ minds. 

Expressives are concerned more with connotational than denotational meaning. As Tufvesson 

(2007), currently studying expressives in Semai, puts it, they describe ‘visual, auditory, olfactory, 

gustatory, haptic, emotional or other types of perceptions in relation to particular phenomena’. 

                                                      
18. See also Benjamin (2011) on the morphology and semantics of -a- in Temiar, where it has a range of productive and 

non-productive functions, and the parallel paper (Benjamin 2012c) on -r- in Temiar. 
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Morphologically, expressives frequently employ the same elements as in verbal inflection, but in 

combinations that do not normally occur in verbs. They also frequently exhibit a high degree of phonic 

iconicity, as indicated in Table 9. 

 

Table 9  Semai expressives 

Diffloth (1976a) 

səpsəraj  p ‘many tears falling in large and fast flow’ 

səpsərij  p ‘many tears falling, making many slow rivulets’ 

riɲr hɔɔɲ ‘the appearance of teeth attacked by decay’ 

siɲs lɔɲ ‘the odd appearance of a snake’s head, sharp yet not 

pointed, rounded-off yet not round’ 

c wc mrəhaaw ‘sound of waterfall’ 

Tufvesson (2011) 

blˀik ‘gray’ 

blˀak ‘black’ 

blˀεk ‘rust-brown’ 

blˀɨk ‘darker rust-brown’ 

blˀ k ‘dark purple’ 

blˀɔk ‘darker purple’ 

 

Apart from expressives in the strictest sense, the employment of expressive language is very much 

alive in some Aslian languages. In the lyrics of Temiar commercial pop-music, for example, expressive 

word-play is still exhibited, as in the following almost-Shakespearian snippet from a recording by the 

notorious Kajol:19 

 

Bhɔj bɛn-bhɔj! ˀi-saar beel ha-jroˀ ma-yeeˀ 

Out.of.reach out.of.reach.NMLZ! 1SG-follow.PFV when 2SG-distant to-1SG 
 
bəəh hɔj bɛj-bhɔj! 

father PAST out.of.reach! 
 

 ‘Out of reach, out of reach!, I follow behind when you are far away. Father (=lover) has passed out of 

reach.’ 

 

Syntax 

Aslian word-order is somewhat variable, but the languages generally seem to exhibit the features 

regarded as typical of SVO (or, more strictly, ‘verb-medial’) languages, as shown in Table 10. 

 

 

 

 

[Continued on the next page] 

 

                                                      
19. Kajol: ‘Cedet seniroi’ (cdʉt snirɔy ‘remember echoes’), Audio CD Bergoyang Bersama Kajol, Pasir Puteh, Kelantan: 

Sand Stream Enterprise. 
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Table 10  Basic SVO features in Aslian 

Prepositions, not postpositions 

 Temiar num-deek [from-house] ‘from the house’ 

 Jahai ba-hayɛ ˀ [to-house] ‘to the house’ 

Modifiers follow the head 

 Mah Meri d k naleˀ [house old] ‘old house’ 

 Temiar ciib gej [go fast] ‘to walk fast’ 

Determiners follow the head 

 Jahai  hayɛ ˀ tun [house that] ‘that house’ 

 Semelai  knɔn nɔˀ [child this] ‘this child’ 

Possessors follow the head 

 Jah Hut  syɛ ˀ h h [house 1SG] 

 Kensiw  blɯˀ yɛˀ [thigh 1SG] ‘my thigh’ 

Numerals precede the head 

 Jah Hut  nar del syɛ ˀ [two CLASS house] ‘two houses’ 

 Semelai  msɔŋ tən [five time] ‘five times’ 

Relative clause follows the head 

 Semelai  smaˀ ma-dəmdəm [person REL-lie.down] ‘the person who is lying down’ 

 Temiar  deek tɛnˀɛl yeh [house make.NMLZ 1SG] ‘the house that I built’ 

 

 

However, altered or ‘permuted’ word-orders are frequently employed for a variety of pragmatic 

reasons. This often involves moving the subject or topic to the final position in the utterance. When 

this happens, optional markers of case, role or topicality may be brought into play, as with the Jah Hut 

naˀ ‘agentive’ and the Temiar ˀi- ‘nominative’ in Table 11. (Markers of this type are sometimes also 

used even when the word-order is not permuted, and they are not necessarily always ‘subjective’ in 

meaning.) 

 

Table 11  Permuted word orders 

Jah Hut (Diffloth 1976a) 

Complement Verb Agent 

Syɛ ˀ h h dɔh cˀcyɛk mɛh naˀ ˀim h. 

House my here sleep CLITIC AGENT you. 

‘Come to my house to sleep, won’t you’  
 

Temiar (Benjamin, field notes) 

Topic~Subject Comment~Predicate 

Gɔb naˀ na-piɲjam motooh klooˀ ˀəh. 

Malay that 3SG-borrow motorbike elder.sibling 3SG. 

‘That Malay borrowed his elder sibling’s motor cycle.’ 
 

Comment~Predicate Topic~Subject 

Na-piɲjam motooh klooˀ ˀəh ˀi-Gɔb naˀ. 

3SG-borrow motorbike elder.sibling 3SG NOM-Malay that. 

‘He borrowed his elder sibling’s motor cycle, that Malay.’ 
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Syntax is the most difficult part of any language to describe adequately, and this has so far been 

done comprehensively only for Jah Hut (Diffloth 1976a), Semelai (Kruspe 2004a) and Jahai 

(Burenhult 2005a). I therefore pass quickly on to the next topic – Aslian semantics. 

 

Semantics 

Table 12 illustrates the sort of deictic subtleties that can only be accessed by close acquaintance with 

the target language. This kind of analysis is unlikely to be achieved simply by asking respondents 

about their language. You need to develop a speaking knowledge to get access to this kind of 

information. The table also illustrates the kind of semantic distinctions that matter to speakers living in 

the sort of forested environment that the Jahais have occupied for a very long time. 

 

Table 12  Jahai demonstratives 

(Burenhult 2008) 

ˀə h accessible to speaker (proximal, perceptible, reachable, approachable) 

ˀon accessible to addressee (familiar, attended to) 

ˀaniˀ inaccessible to speaker (distal, imperceptible, unreachable, inapproachable) 

ˀ n inaccessible to addressee (unfamiliar, unattended to) 

ˀadeh located outside speaker’s side of speech perimeter 

ˀɲɨˀ located outside addressee’s side of speech perimeter 

ˀitɨh located above speech situation (overhead, uphill, or upstream) 

ˀuyih located below speech situation (underneath, downhill, or downstream) 

 

 

Such carefully variegated distinctions also affect the non-spatial domains of Aslian semantics, such 

as odour. Most of us live in societies that rarely distinguish between more than just nice odours and 

nasty ones, but consider the subtleties of odour perception encoded in the Semai expressives listed in 

Table 13. 

Table 13  Semai odour expressives 

(Tufvesson 2011) 

gh_p  Template for ‘acrid odour’ pŋ_s  Template for ‘musty odour’ sˀ_k  Template for ‘rank odour’ 

ghuup ‘acrid: neutral’ pŋ s ‘of dirty bird plumage’ sˀ  k ‘of onion; unwashed hair’ 

ghoop ‘acrid: intense’ pŋ s ‘of mould; wet fur’ sˀɛ ɛ k ‘of rancid fish or meat’ 

ghɒɒp ‘acrid: very intense’ pŋɔ s ‘of stale rice’ sˀ  k ‘of rotten animal’ 

 

You may be tempted to think that this kind of material is peripheral to ‘real’ linguistics, or perhaps 

that it resulted merely from on-the-spot inventions by Sylvia Tufvesson’s Semai language-instructors. 

To counter that view, consider the evidence of ancient cognacy between the items presented in Table 

14, gathered by other investigators. 

 
Table 14  Expressives in two Austroasiatic languages 

Burenhult & Majid (2011) 

Kammu (Khmuic, northern Laos)    Jahai (Northern Aslian, Peninsular Malaysia) 
 

Kammu: pˀú s ‘to smell badly’ Jahai: pˀ s ‘to smell musty’ 

Kammu: hˀú ‘to stink’ Jahai: haˀɛ t ‘to stink’ 

Kammu: hˀɨŋ ‘stink of urine’ Jahai: sˀ ŋ ‘to have a urine smell’ 
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Given the great distance and long period of separation between Khmu and Jahai – 2000 kilometres and 

about 3500 years – it is clear that Austroasiatic speakers have paid close attention to these issues for 

literally thousands of years, and have continued to talk of them in much the same way. 

With this in mind, let me now turn briefly to some other Aslian-based linguistic evidence for the 

culture-history of this region. 

 

4. Aslian languages and Peninsular culture-history 
In the religions of the Aslian-speaking populations, there is a regular connection between head-souls, 

heart-souls, spirit-guides and singing to greet those spirit-guides. Head-souls are thought of as the 

source of dreams and song-inspirations. Heart-souls are regarded as the seat of agency and breath. 

When leaving the body as spirits, they are imaged as tigers. This is all very complicated, but it has 

been comprehensively written up by anthropologists specialising in Orang Asli religion. 

The linguistic evidence shows that, as with the olfactory expressives we just looked at, this 

assemblage of ideas and practices has a deeply embedded history, being found throughout most of the 

Austroasiatic-speaking areas of Mainland Southeast Asia. Tables 15 and 16 display that evidence; the 

linguistic findings are due almost entirely to the researches of Gérard Diffloth.20 

 

 

Table 15  Proto-Mon-Khmer – *rəwaay ‘head-soul’21 

Temiar: Rəwaay (noun) ‘soul (generic)’, ‘head-soul’ (considered as the seat of personal 

experience and bodily growth, and as the source of humanoid upper-body spirit-guides, 

whose songs are sung at communal séances). Rɛywaay (verb) ‘to suffer the lessened 

consciousness of soul-loss’, ‘startle response’. 

 

Northern Mon-Khmer: *rəwaay ‘sing ~ tiger ~ head-soul’ 

Khasian Khasi rwaay, Amwi rwua ‘to sing’ 

Palaungic Ta-ang rəway, Rumai ləvaay, Na-ang navaay, Ka-ang ˀavaay, 

Riang rəwɒy, Southern U ˀavay53, U ˀarvay53, Man-Met 

ˀawaay32, Mok ləwaay31 ‘tiger’ 

Lamet rəwa a y ‘tiger’ 

Waic Bulang kəvày, Phang khəvày, Paraok siva y, Phalok ləva y, Avïa vi, 

Lawa ləwia ‘tiger’ 

Khmuic Khmu hrvaay, Mal waay, Ksing-Mul həwaay ‘tiger’ 

Eastern Mon-Khmer: *rəwa a y ‘soul’ 

Vietic  ... ‘soul’ 

Katuic ... ‘soul’ 

Khmer rɔvəə-rɔveay ‘delirious, incoherent...’ (cf. Temiar rɛywaay, see 

above) 

Pearic ... ‘tiger’ 

Southern Mon-Khmer: *rəwaay ‘head-soul’ 

Aslian ... ‘head-soul’ 

Nicobarese ... ‘ghost’ 
 

 

                                                      
20. The superscript numerals are tone markers. (Some Austroasiatic languages have developed lexical tone.) The subscripts 

under some of the vowels indicate distinctive phonation types: breathy (with two dots) and creaky (with a tilde). 

21.  See also Shorto (2006: 412, no. 1535): 

  *rwaay tiger, large felid. A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic) Kammu-Yuan [róːy] rəwàːy tiger [spirit], Thin rwai , 

Palaung rəvay, Riang-Lang rəwɑy, Praok sivay, Lawa Bo Luang ʔawia, Lawa Umphai rawia, Mae Sariang 

ɣawia, ɣaw ai tiger…, Bru rawìay spirit. 
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Table 16  Proto-Mon-Khmer (provisional) – *-həəm ‘breathe’22 

Temiar: Hup (noun) ‘heart~liver (considered the organ of breath)’, ‘soul (generically)’, 

‘heart-soul (considered as the seat of personal agency, and as the source of tiger-spirit-

guides, whose songs are sung at very special séances). Hɛmnum (verb) ‘to breathe’ [hup 

→ *hɛmh p → *hɛmn p → hɛmn m]. 

 

Northern Mon-Khmer 

Khasi Khasi mnseem, Amwi hnsua ‘spirit, soul, life’  

Palaungic Re’ang phɤɤm ‘heart; air; breathe’ 

Waic Paraok (China) phɔ m ‘air, breath’ 

Khmuic Khmu’ hrɲɨəm ‘lung, heart, mind’, Ksing Mul hơñ  m ‘lung’ 

Eastern Mon-Khmer *phəəm ‘to breathe; heart; mind’ 

Kuay pəhɒm ‘heart, mind’ 

Khmer Khmer dɔŋhaəm ‘to breathe’, haəm ‘to swell, be swollen (body part)’, 

phaəm ‘to be pregnant’ 

Bahnaric Tarieng cəhɨm ‘to breathe (normally)’, Brou səəm ‘to breathe’ 

Vietic Thaveung pas    mˀ ‘to breathe’ 

Katuic Pacoh palho o m ‘breath’, Bru pah    m ‘chest, heart (?anat., emot.)’ 

Southern Mon-Khmer 

Monic Spoken Mon həm ‘to speak, to say’ 

Aslian Temiar hup (<*hum) ‘heart, heart-soul’, hn m ~ hɛmn m ‘to breathe’, 

Lanoh həmn m ‘soul’, hən m ‘heart’, Semai lhə m ‘breath’, Jah 

Hut phɔm ~ phɯm ‘to sigh’, gərhɯm ‘to growl (tiger)’, Semelai 

ˀamhɔm ~ ˀahɔm ‘to breathe’ [Temiar gɛrhɛɛm ‘to clear one’s 

throat’?] 

Nicobarese Shom Peng hɔɔm ‘to be alive’, Car hɔɔm ‘to breathe in and out’ → 

 nhɔɔmə ‘life, breath, spirit’ 
 

 

 

5. Approaches and pitfalls in studying Aslian languages 
I want to end this paper where I started – by encouraging Malaysian linguists to undertake serious 

research on Aslian languages. I first outline the necessary approaches before moving on to some of the 

pitfalls. The latter relate primarily to the problems of writing the languages down. 

 

Approaches to adopt 

Some initial work can be done through surveys and interviews, based on short visits. Real progress, 

however, comes only through learning to speak the target language. This requires two key adjustments: 

first, extended residence in the community; and second, individual fieldwork. In other words, you will 

need to work under much the same fieldwork conditions as ethnographic anthropologists do. If you 

choose to go in as a team you will distort the situation on the ground, and end up spending your time 

speaking to your colleagues in your own language instead of learning the target language. At most, any 

team should ideally be no more than a husband-and-wife couple, especially if both spouses have an 

interest in pursuing the research. 

You will speed up your learning of the Aslian language if you separate yourself from your own 

language. In doing so, you will gain the respect of the people themselves. Moreover, by sticking 

around and keeping your notebook open, you will gather a much better corpus of natural speech to 

work on and ask the people about than if you just interview the people about their language. By 

popping in and out of the settlement instead of sticking around you will miss most of what goes on 

                                                      
22.  See also Shorto (2006: 357–358, no. 1299, and the long article that follows it): ‘Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *iʔim > *yəm by 

dissimilation, Pre-Palaungic &c. *ʔiim; *ih[i]m > *yhə(ə)m, secondarily > *yh (ə)m to breathe, live’. 
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there. I am not saying that interviewing should be abandoned completely. It is especially useful for 

getting basic vocabulary and the phonological system, but it will also miss a lot of the key information. 

Moreover, elicitation (as opposed to the recording of naturally occurring speech) invites word-for-

word translation by the respondent, seriously distorting the syntax and leading to inaccurate analysis. 

How much time will this need? In 1964, I forced myself to drop the contact language (Malay) 

completely after six weeks. Even so, it was several months after that before I could claim any 

reasonable fluency in Temiar, and a considerable time after that before I had finally sorted out all the 

phonemic distinctions. However, I had no model to work with. Today, the time can be cut much shorter 

because enough literature now exists on Aslian and Austroasiatic linguistics to serve as a guide to any 

researcher, as displayed in the Appendix to this paper.  

Consequently, you should avoid trying to reinvent the wheel. There is no virtue in starting from 

scratch – or from Blagden 1906 (as some Malaysian linguists have done)! Acquaint yourself with the 

up-to-date literature while planning your research. If that means getting your university library to buy 

some expensive books and subscribe to some new journals, so be it. (If the materials are about 

Malaysia, they should be in the library anyway.) 

 

Pitfalls to avoid in transcription 

The main pitfall is the question of proper transcription of the languages. Unfortunately, this where a lot 

of the Malaysian work on Aslian falls down. Instead of impressionistic or Malay-based transcriptions, 

you must get the phonetics and phonemicisation done correctly and as early as possible. With that in 

mind, I end by pointing out some of the most common errors in this respect. 

 

Vowels 

As noted earlier, all Aslian languages have at least nine places of vowel articulation, often further 

cross-cut by phonemic oppositions between oral and nasal and/or between long and short. The letters 

a,e,i,o,u are insufficient for writing these down. Consequently, the differences between closed o and 

open ɔ, closed e and open ɛ, stressed ə and ʉ, ɨ, ɯ or ɤ, long and short vowels, have regularly gone 

unrecorded, either because they haven’t been heard correctly and/or because the writer has not wanted 

to use extra symbols. 

So, here are some suggestions:  

 Do not use o for ɔ; e for ɛ or ə.  

 Distinguish between ʉ, ɨ, ɯ or ɤ and stressed ə (according to the language in question), and do 

not write them as e. 

 Similarly, except for the very few cases (mostly in Southern Aslian languages) where Aslian 

words sometimes end in a vowel, make sure to employ a consonant rather than a vowel when 

you hear a sequence of sounds as a phonetic diphthong. This is because the regular syllabic 

patterns are CV, CVC, and CCVC, but probably never CVV or CVVC (unless the two vowels 

are the same, constituting a single long vowel). Write sɛnˀɔɔy not senoi, blaaw (or bəlaaw) not 

belau. 

 In Semai, Temiar and some dialects of Lanoh, take care to distinguish between phonemically 

short and long vowels; these sometimes differ slightly in quality as well as length. 

 

Consonants 

I discussed these earlier, so just take note of the following warnings, most of which result from the 

pressure of Standard Malay orthographic patterns. 

 ˀ and k are frequently confused or omitted. Word-finally, ˀ  and k contrast in all Aslian languages. 

They are distinct phonemes, and not merely optional variants. Do not be influenced by the fact 

that word-final k in written Malay is pronounced as a glottal stop in the Peninsula. The 

distinction between -ˀ and -k is admittedly sometimes hard to hear – especially as word-final 
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consonants tend to be unexploded. But the Aslian speakers themselves can certainly hear the 

difference, and you should train yourself to do so as well.23 The reduplication test is especially 

valuable, if available, as it brings the word-final consonant into the middle of the word. A 

further hint is to listen for subtle differences in the quality of the preceding vowel, depending on 

whether it is followed by an unexploded ˀ or k. 

 I have already mentioned word-initial or syllable-initial ˀ . This will almost certainly actually be 

present whenever you are tempted to write a word with an initial vowel. Write ˀ ɛn not en, ˀ ɛnˀɛn 

not en en. 

 Make sure you hear and transcribe word-final and syllable-final palatal consonants properly. A 

very common mistake is to notate the non-significant vowel glide rather than the consonant. 

Write tlaɲ (or təlaɲ) not telain, pɔɔc not poit, hmij (or həmij) not humid. 

 

Word-patterns 

Do not treat the languages as monosyllabic, especially as they often have a rather complicated 

inflectional morphology. Write cɛbciib not cheb chib. 

Many Aslian languages make full use of unaccented proclitics. Recognise these, and make use of 

the hyphen to notate them. Here is an especially complicated example from Temiar, with four 

conjoined proclitics in a single prosodic word:24  

 

Wɛ-wɛˀ lah, cə-wɛ-wɛ-bar-naar naˀ. 

3DU-leave.PFV EMP, CTRS-3DU-3DU-PROG.two DEM. 

 

 

‘They both left, those who were [as already mentioned] two.’ 

 

Unless you follow these rules, you are likely to leave the boundaries of phonological (‘prosodic’) 

words unrecognised. 

Here is a snippet from the sleeve-notes of a commercial pop record sung in Temiar by the group 

Seniroi. The example displays both the impressionistic transcription printed in the sleeve note as well 

the phonemic transcription and full grammatical glossing: 

 

Kəmʉn kah cə-h  ˀ hɔj ha-jɛˀ ma-yeeˀ? 

True Q CTRS-2SG PAST 2SG-reject.PFV to-1SG? 

KEMEN KAH CE HAK HOJ HAJEK MAYEAK 
 

Ham-tuh, ham-tuh, ˀagɔˀ kɛrdʉˀ. 

2SG.IMP-say.PFV, 2SG.IMP-say.PFV, don’t stay.CAUS.PFV. 

HAMTUH HAMTUH AGOK KERDEK 
 

‘Is it true that you have rejected me? Say, say, don’t make it stay [i.e. don’t keep it to yourself].’ 

 

Note how the impressionistic transcription – the upper-case letters are original – misrepresents both 

the sounds and the structure of the Temiar verse. It is not known who did the transcription, but it is a 

good example of what should be avoided in any work intended as a linguistic study. Such practices 

should also be avoided in serious non-linguistic writing, such as ethnography or history. 

                                                      
23. My earliest Temiar fieldnotes (April 1964) show that I too often heard and transcribed word-final -k as a glottal stop [Ɂ] 

during my first weeks of fieldwork. When I started noticing the distinction I initially wrote the former sound as [q] 

phonetically because of its very back articulation. Several weeks later I recognised this as a positional allophone of k, 

and thereafter wrote it as such. The minimal pair yaaˀ ‘grandmother’ / yaak ‘grandfather’ was helpful in sorting this out. 

(This is another reason for staying around and not hurrying the work.)  

24. The two instances of wɛ- are not a mistake. The Leipzig Glossing Rules prefer the use of = to mark clitics, but this is 

unnecessary unless you are carrying out formal syntactic analysis; a hyphen serves perfectly well in normal practice. 
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6. Conclusion 
Is it too much to hope that the threatened loss of the Aslian languages will also be seen more broadly 

as a threat to the world’s cultural heritage? It certainly will be a loss to Malaysia’s cultural heritage. 

Will we see enough Malaysian linguists stepping up and doing something about it? It would be 

embarrassing if Aslian studies continued contributing to developments in mainstream linguistic theory, 

with no Malaysian linguists appearing in the list of authors. 

Finally, the Orang Asli themselves, so long treated as a peripheral community, deserve the 

recognition that serious studies of their languages would bring. 
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Yusop, Hj. Mohd Sharifudin [= Mohd Sharifudin Yusop]. 2011c. Daftar kata bahasa Melayu–Senoi 

(Che Wong, Jahut, Mahmeri, Semai, Semoq Beri, Temiar). (Daftar kata Bahasa Melayu – Bahasa 

Orang Asli 3). Kuala Lumpur: Jabatan Kemajuan Orang Asli (JAKOA). [Vocabulary lists, 

including phonetic transcription; to be republished by Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, Kuala Lumpur.] 


